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Japanese Title: Secret Quarry (秘密採掘所 Secret Mine) Unlocked: Connection to the Bronze Continent: Sandy Continent Final Floor: B18F Pokemon Listings Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon launches November 20, 2015! Looking forward to launching Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon on November 20, 2015, continuing to inherit from the thrilling Pokemon Mystery Dungeon
video game! With dungeon layouts that change every time you enter them, the fun never ends! Battle with legendary and mythical Pokemon to save the world from crisis in a fairy tale of unprecedented scale. You get to choose one of 20 Pokemon to become your partner. With the Pokemon you choose, head on a quest to encounter all 720 Pokemon, including the legendary and
mythical Pokemon. Set off on a grand adventure as you explore the ever-changing mysteries of the dungeon and connect with Pokemon to save the World of Pokemon! Keep checking Pokemon.com for much more information about Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon and get ready for the arrival of the spectacular dungeon mysteries that will surpass everyone else! Article
Discussion View Source Story from Bulbapedia, a community Pokemon Encyclopedia. Article Discussion View Source Story from Bulbapedia, a community Pokemon Encyclopedia. Thanks for printing this page from www.SuperCheats.com. Be sure to go back to check out the updates for this guide and more content for Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon This will be a random
room on the floor. It starts as soon as you enter the room, so you can't miss it. The floor is usually a little bigger and have a lot of elements. Note - This only works when the Pokemon you control enters, so if you and your teammate split you may have a room filled on the map but not activated. The following 147 pages are in this category, out of 147 total. From Bulbapedia, a
community encyclopedia of Pokemon. If you're looking for a series, see the Pokemon Mystery Dungeon series. The dungeon redirects here. For the Unknown Dungeon in Kanto, see Cerulean Caves. In the Unknown Dungeon in Calos, see the Unknown Dungeon (Kalos). This article contains old or outdated information, or was not updated at the time. Please check the content of
this article and update it as needed. In particular, he needs information pertaining to the Gates of Infinity. Mysterious dungeons (Japanese: 不思議ダジョ The Mystery of the Dungeon), usually abbreviated dungeons, are the areas in the Pokemon Mystery Dungeon series. Dungeons where rescues, jobs and other research take place, along with where Pokemon can be fought and
recruited. Dungeons can be found all over the world of The Mysteries of the Dungeon. Dungeons maze-like structures from 3 to 99 floors that the player must pass to complete missions and are home to many hostile Pokemon. They change the layout every time, they are introduced, making it impossible to predict how to pass in advance. Dungeons can also have floors with a set
of conditions such as weather effects or reduced vision. Teh Teh The Mystery dungeon is regarded only as a proper noun in the Pokemon Mystery Dungeon: The Gateway to Infinity; It is capitalized usually in all other Pokemon Mystery Dungeon games. The dungeon structures of the Floors floors consist of several rooms, which are connected by corridors. With the help of a single
room Orb turns the entire floor into a single room. Every time a player visits a dungeon, his floor position and the objects inside him are randomized. The dungeons consist of several floors and points that can be passed between them by a ladder. Tiny Woods has several floors, only a total of 3 (discount Explorer maze Marowak Dojo, which has one). The dungeons with the
majority of floors have 99; It is the Tower of Joy, The Buried Relic, the Forest of Purity, the Cave of Desires, the Silver Trench, the Western Cave, the No. To advance into the dungeon, players must find ladders that take them to the next floor. In earlier games, enemy Pokemon levels increase as the player passes through the dungeon floors. Boss floor Some dungeons feature
floors that contain only the boss or bosses that the player must win. These bosses are usually legendary Pokemon and are higher than HP normally. Boss floors usually appear at the end of the dungeon; however, in dungeons such as the Buried Relic, they appear between full floors, but still take a floor room. Some bosses may only be battling for the first time a player explores
the dungeon as part of a storyline; other bosses appear until they are recruited (or every time they can't be recruited). Some bosses may not be recruited for the first time a player explores the dungeon. On these floors, the player cannot be saved if they fainted. Prior to gates to Infinity, Wonder Orbs cannot be used on these floors. Treasure floors of Treasure floors are similar to
boss cameras in that they usually appear only at the end of the dungeon, but instead of containing the boss they just contain one or more items. In previous games there is a warp zone that allows the player to leave the dungeon (or move to the next floor, if it is not the last floor). Golden Chambers Home article: The Golden Camera in Explorers of Time, Darkness and Sky, the
Golden Camera can replace a certain floor in the dungeon when taking the job to find the Golden Camera. The gold chambers all look exactly the same, and contain two Deluxe boxes in the center that can only be accessed by crossing or removing water, or moving through or breaking walls. These deluxe boxes will contain one of several rare items. The Treasure Memo Floor
Treasure Memo floor replaces a certain floor in the dungeon when taking a Treasure Memo work that can only be found in bottles found on the beach. Treasure Memo floors contain one Deluxe Box that will one of several rare items. There are 30 different possible layouts for the Treasure Memo floors. To get to the Deluxe Box, the player must either cross or remove the water,
move through or destroy the walls, use the key, or any combination combination higher depending on which layout uses the floor. Outlaw Team floor in Explorers of Time, Darkness and Sky, Outlaw Team floor replaces a certain floor in the dungeon when taking a job to arrest an outlaw team. There are 5 different possible layouts for outlaw team floors. As the boss of the floors,
Wonder Orbs cannot be used and the player cannot be saved if they faint. Calling the floor in explorers time, darkness and sky, the call floor replaces a certain floor in the dungeon while making Challenge Letter. There are 5 different layouts for standard challenge floors, but legendary contenders (Mewtwo, Raikou, Entei, Suicune, Jirachi) each have their own unique layout. As the
boss of the floors, Wonder Orbs cannot be used and the player cannot be saved if they faint. Secret Bazaar Home article: The Secret Bazaar in Pokemon Mystery Dungeon: Explorers of the Sky, Secret Bazaar is a special floor that can only be accessed through secret staircases. It can appear in any dungeon, in which the Secret Staircases do not lead to the Secret Room. It
contains several different types of services. The secret room in the Explorers of Sky, The Secret Room - is a special floor, access to which can only be accessed through the Secret Staircase. It appears only in the Mysterious Forest, Mount Travale, Sea Resort, Lake Afar, Happy Perspective, Mount Mistral, Schimmer Hill, Lost Desert, Midnight Forest and the Zero Island East. The
rooms of Turtwig, Piplup, Manaphy and Cresselia in the Room Rooms are rectangular shaped areas that players can go through. They may contain Pokemon, items, Pokemon, stairs, Kecleon stores, or all of the above. Other tiles may also be present in the room. Monster houses and traps appear randomly in dungeon rooms that are unlocked later in the game. When a player
arrives on the floor, he always appears in the room. When inside, the room in which the player is located will be fully lit. All the action in the room can be seen from anywhere. The corridors leading out of the room are also visible, and the first tile of each corridor leading out of the room is illuminated by the room. When the room is entered, everything in it is recorded on the floor
map. Special floors like boss floors will contain only one room that makes up the entire floor, and no size to the usual floor. Treasure Cameras Some dungeons may also contain locked doors that can only be opened with a key. These locked chambers usually contain HMs or elements of evolution. In Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon, keys are not required to open locked doors
that are instead opened by a mission customer. Unlike previous games, a locked door allows access to a flight of stairs that leads to a newly discovered dungeon. The hallways are long and narrow areas that connect the rooms to each other. They are recorded on the floor map only as the player crosses it. They're like One tile is the width that prevents Pokemon from passing
each other without breaking down walls or being able to pass through walls. Since the space in the corridors is very narrow, narrow, will not appear in the corridors, but can be placed there. Traps also will not appear in corridors, and traps cannot be created here by moves like Spikes. In dungeons such as the Beach Cave, where visibility is limited, a lighted circle will appear
around the player, allowing them to see only one or two tiles in each direction more clearly. When a player fights an enemy Pokemon, the attack will only attack teammates within sight. If a teammate out of sight fights an enemy Pokemon, only a teammate will appear on the screen until the enemy Pokemon is in the circle. Waypoints Waypoints are single-room, mezzanine-like
floors that connect one part of the dungeon to a deeper part. The points of the path in the dungeon usually indicate that the boss will be present at the end; however, this is not always the case. The points of the path often connect the dungeons with the deep or peak of the dungeon. In earlier games, the point of the path usually contains Kangaskhan Rock (the only point of the
path Aegis Cave lacks one), most of which have only the save function available, although some point paths such as the Crystal Cave/Crystal Crossing waypoint allow you to store items as well. Waypoints also have the option to return to Treasure City or Pokemon Square, or to enter the dungeon in special episodes, or when the player is a fugitive from justice, in the Expedition
Guild, or in the future. Since the Infinity Gate, Kangashan Rock has been replaced by a deposit box, and there is no way to retreat. Restrictions on dungeon reconnaissance may impose restrictions on the group's intelligence to enter it. Non-exhaustive list of possible limitations: All team members are temporarily reduced to 1RBTDS/5GtISMDRTDX (their level is restored when they
leave the dungeon), and their moves temporarily become moves that they usually have at this level (they can be changed when aligned, but will be reset after leaving the dungeon). Only a certain number of Pokemon can enter. If this restriction exists, it is usually in the form only allowing the team leader, or team leader and one teammate to enter. Only the original team leader and
the original team partner can enter. Only a certain number of items can be delivered to the dungeon. Excess items are lost or deposited at the entrance to the dungeon. Items cannot be delivered to the dungeon (excludes the items held by the Red Rescue Team and the blue rescue team). Any items delivered to the dungeon are lost or deposited in the cave if this restriction
applies. The money (Poke) cannot be delivered to the dungeon. All money will be lost or deposited at the entrance to the dungeon if this restriction applies. Pokemon cannot be recruited into a dungeon. Time to study the dungeon usually One day in the game however, there are a few notable exceptions (such as escape through Lapis Cave, Mount Blaze, Frosty Forest and Mount
Freeze as a fugitive; climbing the peak of the sky; and exploring Mount Horn, Misty Forest and Steam Cave at Wigglytuff's Wigglytuff's Expedition). The number of wind turns blowing in the dungeon When studying the floor, the team can only stay on the same floor with only a limited number of turns. If the team stays on one floor too many turns, the wind will start to blow. There
will be three warnings before the team is blown away by a strong gust of wind, causing them to be kicked out of the dungeon and be defeated. When this happens, being rescued is not an option. The number of turns a team can stay on the floor varies depending on the dungeon. A Pokemon swoon can faint in dungeons. In previous games, if the leader, the original partner (before
the beating game), or any Pokemon client faints and is not revived, the whole team is transported from the dungeon. All team money is lost, along with anywhere between half and all the elements of the team (exactly which ones are accidentally decided). In Super Mystery Dungeon, all team members with an icon ★ next to their names must be passed out before the entire team is
taken from the dungeon, in which the expedition is considered a failure. If the player fails in the expedition, all items and money in the bag are lost. In Rescue Team DX, if a player has done any work in the same dungeon before fainting, no rewards will be received (including rescue team points) and these tasks will be erased. In some games, swooning teams can be rescued
through Pelipper Island. Other dungeons Learning Mazes Learning Mazes is a second, much less common type of dungeon that can only be found in Makuhita Dojo and Marovak Dojo. While their floors, items and Pokemon are randomized every time they visit, there are a few special things about them. Otherwise they are the same as standard dungeons. Traveling through the
training labyrinths is not considered a game day, unlike other dungeons. If a player faints in a training labyrinth, the items and money that have been collected inside them are stored, not lost. The main article of the Myut Theatre: The Myut Theatre in the dungeon Pokemon Super Mystery, the Myut Theatre is a shop located in The Busy City that allows the player to play five
different special dungeons as if they were recorded as a film. Pokemon All Dungeons contain enemy Pokemon that appear randomly. Each dungeon has its own unique set of Pokemon, which is based on the area in which the dungeon is located. Most of the Pokemon found in the dungeons correspond to a theme, usually a type theme. The levels of Pokemon in the dungeon get
higher as the player enters the dungeon unlocked later in the game. Enemy Pokemon can interact with the player or other enemy Pokemon in a variety of ways: The Sleeping Enemy Pokemon will not move or attack until a member of the player's party does not cover or attack the adjacent tile directly. Enemy Pokemon are able to throw objects and catch Items. Enemy Braixen
and Delphox can use sticks. Enemy Pokemon can defeat the wild Sweden and evolve. Enemy Pokemon can perform alliances with other Pokemon in the same room. Enemy of the Enemy Can warp and use the present to heal other wild Pokemon. The enemy of the same can be disguised as an object. When a player tries to pick up an item, Ditto will turn into a player and confuse
the entire team. Strong Enemies This section is incomplete. Please feel free to edit this section to add the missing information and complete it. Reason: The exact probability that a strong enemy will be brilliant. Introduced in Pokemon Mystery Dungeon: Rescue Team DX, Strong Enemies are enemies of Pokemon that can appear after the dungeon has been beaten. These
Pokemon are much stronger than those normally contained in the dungeon, both in power and on the head, and appear in dungeons where they do not usually appear (e.g. Rapidash in Mt. Steel). Dungeons with strong enemies will be shown on the dungeon screen, and have a chance to appear when moving up or down the floor. Only 27 dungeons in the DX rescue team will
contain these Pokemon. Strong enemies also have a chance to be brilliant, and as such are the only way to now recruit Brilliant Pokemon. The speed of encountering shiny Pokemon is unclear, but it has been labeled as very rare among the appearances. Below is a list of strong enemies and where they may appear: Dungeon Floor Home article: Dungeon Tiles All floors are
mostly covered with ordinary land. Normal or regular tiles can be covered with aesthetic effects such as grass or rocky terrain, and can be traversed by any Pokemon. Traveling through normal tiles does not produce any side effects, even if they appear to have extremely rocky terrain. However, this terrain affects moves such as Secret Power, Nature Power, and camouflage. A
special terrain that only certain Pokemon can cross also exist. It's water, lava, pit and wall. Traps and secret stairs sometimes appear hidden on the floor. Demo Dungeons There are six dungeons that are only available in the demo of Pokemon Mystery Dungeon: Sky Explorers sent via DS Download Play. These six dungeons are Little Plains, Mt. Clear, Challenge River, Trial
Forest, Sea Guide, and Hidden Village Store Owner. The demo can be downloaded from Pokemon Mystery Dungeon: Explorers of Sky or Nintendo Channel. In these dungeons all Pokemon are male, and some sounds such as when collecting items have been replaced by another sound. In other languages, this section is incomplete. Please feel free to edit this section to add the
missing information and complete it. Reason: We need Korean names. Links Links pokemon super mystery dungeon secrets. pokemon super mystery dungeon secret base. pokemon super mystery dungeon secret base missions. pokemon super mystery dungeon secret quarry. pokemon super mystery dungeon a secret task. pokemon super mystery dungeon smeargle secret
base
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